Design Description

HILMA’S SPRITIAL REALM
One home for Hilma af Klint’s collection

As an outstanding abstract artist, Hilma devoted herself to
trying to comprehend the messages she had conveyed , for
instance by writing about the spiritual context of the world,as
she understood it.We want to design a home to cover Hilma's
work and creat a spirit realm to lead people to break the wall
between the real world and the spiritual world inside your
mind.
"As above, so below"is an old Christian mystic notion, it can
discript the series of TEMPLE well,and can be a summary of
the gallery we designed.The site is a located on a large island in
Stockholm, Sweden. There are beautiful surroundings around
it, with peaceful water,lush plants and relaxed atmosphere.To
make the building be adapted to the environment and respect
nature, we put the architecture in the underground.As a result
of this, not only can we ensure that people can have a excelent
view of the water , but we also can protect the beautiful trees
from being infuluenced.The site lies within walking distance of
public transport hub Ropsten which can easily reached from
the city centre.So we wish the work will be a city square by our
arrangement of the site and design of the landscape.We hope
that this building can be an icon without necessarily looking
iconic.
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On the other hand, deeply influenced by Hilma's character,we
devote to show the spirit that not to achieving the material
world all the time.We put the building in the underground to
make a peaceful atmosphere and hide the surface .We want to
design a container with weakened sense of presence to emphasize the attraction of art and provide a pure art experience.
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Sweden lies west of the Baltic Sea
and Gulf of Bothnia, providing a
long coastline.Around 65% of
Sweden's total land area is covered
with forests.Most of Sweden has a
temperate climate, despite its
northern latitude.
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We arrange the site by inspiration of Hilma's abstract drawing,
and utilize one symbol abstracted from geometric nature in
her painting. In addition, we hope that the design can manke
visitors get inspiration accourding to watching the exhibition
and at the same time help Hilma's work to build a sense of
atmosphere to convey artist's mind.Hilma was always exploring how the world and matter have arisen from the spirit.
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Stockholm is the capital of Sweden
and it is located on Sweden's
south-central east coast. Over 30%
of the city area is waterways and
another 30% is parks and green
spaces.
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By the tour circle of ground and underground ， the interrelated visiting line and the building of the meditation space, the
visitors can experience the spirit migrates downwards through
the material world before turning upwards again.We expect
that the underground exhibition space can be a spiritual realm
covered Hilma's mind.There is a kind of invisible force in
architecture to connect the internal and external world and
help visitors to explore the abstract philosophy hidden in the
drawing.

The site is a located on a large
island in Stockholm, Sweden. It
lies within walking distance of
public transport which can easily
reached from the city centr.
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Inspired by the abstract
painting,we chose one of the
work which is comprised
with several circles to make
visitors feel the work deeply.

We abstract some elements from the drawing
showed on left to design the arrangement in
site-plan. Considering the site environment
and the functional requirement,we drew four
circles with features of Hilma’s work on the
plan.

We can utilize one sentence to summarize
the key method of so many series of her
work.‘A kind of invisible force to break
the barriers between spritial world and the
matiarial world’
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Hilma abstracted geometric
elements from nature and
incorporated abstract elements
in her work .So we can see the
excelent work was full of
triangles and circles.
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Hilma af Klint was a Swedish
artist and apioneer of abstract
painting. More than 110 years
after producing the arguably
first abstract painting in
modern. art history.

WAHSROOM

In this invisible architecture, we convey the
method of Hilma by building the museum
in underground.Once you go down to the
gallery, you will not consider anything but
the art showed by Hilma. And this will be a
really pure tour.

Temple is one series of Hilma’s
work.It shows that the spirit
migrates downwoards through the
material world,before turning
upwards again.

In our design, we hope that the process through the
ground and the underground can provide a chance
for visitors to experience this religious philosophy
deeply.

Consider the thought about TEMPLE, we design the
visiting line combined with this culture.From the
entrance go through the meditation space, and then see
the exhibion in gallrey. When finish the tour, they can
go to the meditation space to ruminate.

BUILDING

Follow the artist’s thought and to
respect the environment around the
site, we make the building invisible but
provide special place to enjoy the
peaceful water.

When standing on the path over architecture,
visitors can see the water on the roof and the
water surface in the distance.Visitors even
can feel where he is placed is one piece of
ocean.
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